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Abstract—Advances in autonomous vehicles and intelligent transportation systems indicate a rapidly approaching future in which intelligent vehicles will automatically handle the process of driving. However, increasing the efficiency of today’s transportation infrastructure will require intelligent traffic control mechanisms that work hand in hand with intelligent vehicles. To this end, Dresner and Stone proposed a new intersection control mechanism called Autonomous Intersection Management (AIM) and showed in simulation that by studying the problem from a multiagent perspective, intersection control can be made more efficient than existing control mechanisms such as traffic signals and stop signs. We extend their study beyond the case of an individual intersection and examine the unique implications and abilities afforded by using AIM-based agents to control a network of interconnected intersections. We examine different navigation policies by which autonomous vehicles can dynamically alter their planned paths, observe an instance of Braess’ paradox, and explore the new possibility of dynamically reversing the flow of traffic along lanes in response to minute-by-minute traffic conditions. Studying this multiagent system in simulation, we quantify the substantial improvements in efficiency imparted by these agent-based traffic control methods.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing numbers of vehicles burden today’s transportation infrastructure, often resulting in substantial transportation delays. As roads become increasingly over-utilized, new solutions to old traffic problems are in high demand. Simultaneously, as advances in Autonomous Vehicles and Intelligent Transportation Systems begin to lay the foundation for a future of computer-controlled vehicles, so too must we work to improve the mechanisms which coordinate the flow of vehicles on existing networks of roads.

To this end, Dresner and Stone introduced a multiagent systems approach to traffic intersection management called Autonomous Intersection Management (AIM) in which vehicles (driver agents) call ahead to a reservation manager agent at the intersection to reserve conflict-free trajectories in intersection space-time [1]. In comparison to today’s intersection managers (traffic signals and stop signs), AIM dramatically improves traffic throughput in the case of a single intersection. However, little is known about coordinating multiple intersections using AIM in order to optimize traffic flow through a network of interconnected roads.¹

On the other hand, research in the traffic and transportation literature has focused extensively on the interactions between multiple intersections using traditional control mechanisms such as stop signs and especially traffic signals. A current focus area is on dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) whereby cars adapt their routes, and signals adapt their timings, based on current traffic conditions [2], [3], [4], [5].

This paper pushes the boundaries of what can be done with a multiagent-based approach to autonomous control of multiple intersections. More than just applying DTA to AIM-based intersections, we consider the unique properties of AIM that enable novel, fine-grained, dynamic control of autonomous vehicles through a grid of intersections. Specifically, we demonstrate how individual vehicles can leverage the information already available through the AIM protocol to predict travel times along various routes and dynamically change their planned paths. Next, we observe an instance of Braess’ paradox whereby opening additional travel options for the vehicles reduces the efficiency of all vehicles in the system. In response, we explore the possibility of dynamically redirecting lanes in response to minute-by-minute traffic conditions. Throughout the paper we assume that each car is an autonomous agent interested in minimizing its own individual travel time. At no point do the cars accept redirection from any outside decision-maker. We examine the resulting multiagent system and, consistent with the original AIM results, demonstrate the significant potential improvements compared to current control mechanisms when taking advantage of the capabilities of autonomous vehicles.

AUTONOMOUS INTERSECTION MANAGEMENT (AIM)

This multiagent systems-based intersection management strategy, introduced by Dresner and Stone, employs a reservation protocol in which vehicles (driver agents) who wish to cross an intersection will contact the Intersection Manager (IM) agent responsible for managing that particular intersection and reserve a trajectory through intersection space-time [1], much like a landing aircraft will contact an air traffic control tower to reserve space along a certain runway at a certain time for its landing. The intersection manager decides whether to grant or reject requested reservations according

¹The few studies of multiple intersections in AIM have essentially just strung individual intersections together, without considering their interactions.
to an intersection control policy. A typical interaction goes as follows:

1) An approaching vehicle announces its impending arrival to the intersection manager. The vehicle indicates its size, predicted arrival time, velocity, acceleration, and arrival and departure lanes.
2) The intersection manager simulates the vehicle’s path through the intersection, checking for conflicts with the paths of any previously processed vehicles.
3) If there are no conflicts, the intersection manager issues a reservation. It becomes the vehicle’s responsibility to arrive at, and travel through, the intersection as specified (within a range of error tolerance).
4) The car may only enter the intersection once it has successfully obtained a reservation.

When a vehicle approaches the intersection, the intersection manager uses the data in the reservation request regarding the time and velocity of arrival, vehicle size, etc. to simulate the intended journey across the intersection. At each simulated time step, the policy determines which reservation tiles the vehicle will occupy. If at any time during the trajectory simulation the requesting vehicle occupies a reservation tile that is already occupied by another vehicle, the policy rejects the driver’s reservation request, and the intersection manager communicates this to the driver. Otherwise, the policy accepts the reservation and reserves the appropriate tiles. The intersection manager then sends a confirmation to the driver. If the reservation is denied, it is the vehicle’s responsibility to maintain a speed such that it can stop before the intersection. Meanwhile, it can request a different reservation.

Empirical results in simulation demonstrate that the proposed reservation system can dramatically improve the intersection efficiency when compared to traditional intersection control mechanisms. To quantify efficiency, Dresner and Stone measure delay, defined as the amount of additional travel time incurred by a vehicle as a result of passing through the intersection under external traffic load compared to travel time of the vehicle passing through the same intersection without any other cars. According to their experiments, the reservation system performs very well, nearly matching the performance of the optimal policy, which represents a lower bound on delay should there be no other cars on the road. Overall, by allowing for much finer-grained coordination, the simulation-based reservation system can dramatically reduce per-car delay by two orders of magnitude in comparison to traffic signals and stop signs. Due to space constraints, we cannot fully describe the details of the AIM protocol. For a complete specification, including how it handles human drivers, pedestrians, dropped messages, and accidents in the intersection, refer to [1].

AIM has been studied extensively in the case of single intersections. However, we now shift focus from prior work to our own contributions relating to extending the AIM protocol from a single intersection to multiple intersections.

**Navigation Policies**

Transitioning from a single intersection to a grid of intersections requires each driver agent to have a navigation policy which determines the route the vehicle takes towards its destination. Vehicles are responsible for determining their own paths through a network of roads and are required only to make local reservations with the IM of the next intersection they plan to traverse. This property allows agents to revise their planned paths dynamically in light of new information about arising traffic conditions.

**Intersection Delay Estimation**

In order for Intersection Managers to keep current information about incoming traffic, we modify the basic AIM protocol by requiring vehicles to send a notification message before calling for a reservation. A vehicle sends this message as soon as it enters a road leading to an intersection.

---

2V2V was later introduced for low-traffic intersections.
and comes within DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range Communication) range, approximately 300 meters. This message, typically sent long before a reservation request, informs the intersection manager that a vehicle will eventually request a reservation and cross the intersection. Additionally, it conveys to the IM the road currently occupied by the vehicle (e.g. the road which enters the intersection) as well as the exit road the vehicle plans to depart on. Keeping track of incoming notification messages, intersection managers now possess the required information to estimate and publish the expected traversal times of incoming vehicles. (These delay estimates form the foundation of the time-based navigation policy discussed later.) In this case, traversal time equals the time elapsed between when the vehicle sent a notification message and the time that the vehicle successfully exits the intersection. In order to accurately estimate traversal time of a querying vehicle, intersection managers consider the following features:

1) Total Active Vehicles (TAV): The total number of vehicles actively interacting with this intersection (vehicles are considered active after they send a notification message and before they finish traversing the intersection). Since AIM protocol requires vehicles only to make reservations for the most proximate intersection they plan to traverse, this quantity represents a rough estimate of instantaneous total demand for this intersection.

2) Path-Active Vehicles (PAV): The number of active vehicles along the querying vehicle’s planned (entry road, departure road) trajectory. More specialized than the last, this metric gives an estimate of the instantaneous demand along the vehicle’s planned path through the intersection. Intuitively, a small number of path-active vehicles may indicate low delays along a certain path despite a large number of total active vehicles.

3) Oldest Path-Active Vehicle (oPAV): The time at which the oldest active vehicle along the querying vehicle’s planned (entry road, departure road) trajectory notified the intersection manager of its presence. In steady state traffic (e.g. delays are neither systematically increasing or decreasing), the traversal time of the oldest active vehicle closely approximates the traversal time of a new vehicle along the same path.

4) Temporal Window Average (TWA): The average traversal time along the querying vehicle’s planned trajectory of all vehicles who successfully crossed the intersection within the last n seconds. In our experiments, using a temporal window over the last n = 50 seconds allowed traversal time averages to adapt reasonably quickly to influxes of traffic while not being overly sensitive to minute fluctuations and noisy data.

Intersection managers calculate traversal time estimates from the following linear combination of features:

\[ \text{estTT} = .09 \text{TAV} + .83 \text{PAV} + .25 \text{PAV} + .25 \text{TWA} + 2.26 \]  

(1)

We developed Equation 1 by simulating a single intersection for 2000 seconds with 9297 incoming vehicles/hour. As every vehicle traversed the intersection, the value of each of the above features was recorded as well as the actual traversal time of that vehicle. We derived the weights in Equation 1 via linear regression on the resulting dataset, which yielded a mean absolute prediction error of less than seven seconds. Using this equation, intersection managers answer queries from incoming vehicles about expected traversal times.

Notably, the weights in Equation 1 reflect the flow-pattern of incoming traffic. The flow pattern used here mimicked an intersection under an average, evenly distributed load. As this flow changes, we expect corresponding changes in traversal times. Adapting the weights in Equation 1 to changing traffic-flow-patterns remains a subject of future work.

Time-based A*

Leveraging the expected traversal time estimates provided by intersection managers, the time-based A* navigation policy performs an A* search [6] starting from the vehicle’s current location and terminating at the vehicle’s destination. Each possible path through the grid of intersections is sorted not on the distance of that path, but instead on the path’s expected travel time. The expected travel time of a path is calculated by summing the traversal time estimates provided by each intersection manager incident along the path. Upon termination, the search returns the route which minimizes expected traversal time. Since intersection managers provide no guarantees against over-estimating traversal times, the heuristic we propose is not strictly admissible (e.g. if intersection managers provide poor estimates, A* is not guaranteed to return the minimum time path). Despite this, empirically it has performed well.

Since AIM protocol requires vehicles to send a notification message only to the most proximate intersection manager, they are free to dynamically re-plan routes using updated delay estimates as frequently as desired. We hypothesize that driver agents employing the time-based A* navigation policy will adapt far better to changing traffic conditions than agents following distance-based shortest path navigation policies.

Experimental Evaluation

We empirically evaluate the time-based A* navigation policy on a 2 x 2 grid of intersections shown in Figure 3. Persistent traffic with flow 4500 vehicles/hour enters the grid at point A and exits at point D (A→D), utilizing either path \{A,0,2,3,D\} or \{A,0,1,3,D\}. We designate this flow the Traffic of Interest (ToI) and study how well the individual driver agents constituting this flow can adapt their paths to avoid sporadic influxes of heavy traffic.

The scenario subjects the traffic of interest to two different influxes of sporadic traffic (B→E and C→E), with flow 9000 vehicles/hour. Each influx of sporadic traffic lasts for 100 seconds and is followed by the alternate influx after a cooldown period of 100 seconds. Finally, we add random source, destination traffic to the scenario with a flow of 900 vehicles/hour on all roads except A, B, and C (as these spawn other flows). The goal of the scenario is for the ToI to leverage delay estimates provided by intersection managers.
in order to dynamically adjust to the influxes of sporadic traffic and utilize routes of minimum traversal time through the road network.

Fig. 3: 2 × 2 grid used for testing navigation policies. Intersection Managers are outlined in gray. The Traffic of Interest (ToI) travels from A to D along paths \{A, 0, 2, 3, D\} and \{A, 0, 1, 3, D\}. Sporadic traffic flows alternate between entering at B and C and both exit at destination E. Paths taken by sporadic traffic typically follow the direct route (e.g. \{B, 1, 3, E\} and \{C, 2, 3, E\}) but in some cases may take the longer routes \{B, 1, 0, 2, 3, E\} and \{C, 2, 0, 1, 3, E\}. Random source-destination traffic enters on all roads except A, B, and C.

![Grid Diagram](image)

Fig. 4: Screenshot of the AIM GUI showing experimental scenario.

Using this scenario, we evaluate the following navigation policies for 1000 seconds of simulated time:

1) **Spatial A\(^*\)**: All vehicles navigate using a distance based A\(^*\) search, in which the shortest distance routes are favored without regard to traffic congestion or delays. Ties between equi-distant routes are broken arbitrarily.

2) **ToI Time-based A\(^*\)**: Vehicles belonging to the Traffic of Interest (ToI) utilize the time-based A\(^*\) navigation policy. All others navigate using Spatial A\(^*\).

3) **All Time-based A\(^*\)**: All vehicles navigate using the time-based A\(^*\) algorithm.

4) **Omniscient**: In the omniscient scenario, the ToI has access to perfect future knowledge about incoming traffic flows, which is not available in any other scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navigation Policy</th>
<th>Global Thrght (cars) ±</th>
<th>ToI Thrght (cars) ±</th>
<th>Global Avg Delay (seconds) ±</th>
<th>ToI Avg Delay (seconds) ±</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Adaptive</td>
<td>2349 ± 12</td>
<td>733 ± 8.9</td>
<td>69.7 ± 6.5</td>
<td>135.5 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial A(^*)</td>
<td>2439 ± 11</td>
<td>980 ± 8.5</td>
<td>53.3 ± 1.4</td>
<td>55.1 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToI Time-based A(^*)</td>
<td>2591 ± 12</td>
<td>1008 ± 9.2</td>
<td>40.5 ± 1.6</td>
<td>26.9 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Time-based A(^*)</td>
<td>2550 ± 12</td>
<td>981 ± 7.1</td>
<td>50.3 ± 1.6</td>
<td>46.4 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omniscient</td>
<td>2616 ± 14</td>
<td>1020 ± 7.9</td>
<td>36.8 ± 1.2</td>
<td>25.2 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Delay and throughput under different navigation policies. Throughput indicates the total number of cars that have reached their destinations before the simulation ends. Average Delay is the average, per-vehicle delay experienced. Global indicates the metric was applied globally while ToI designates the metric was applied only to the Traffic of Interest. ± denotes a 95% confidence interval.

This serves as an unachievable performance bound as it allows driver agents to instantaneously adapt to the influxes of sporadic traffic, exclusively utilizing the route of minimum conflict at all times.

5) **Non-Adaptive**: Intersection delay estimates are held constant, causing the ToI to fail to adapt to sporadic traffic. All other cars navigate with Spatial A\(^*\).

Table I depicts the throughput and delays experienced by the traffic of interest as well as the overall system when driver agents employ different navigation policies. The time-based A\(^*\) navigation policies significantly reduce delays, both global and local to the ToI, in comparison to the Spatial A\(^*\) navigation policy. Throughput increases as well. The non-adaptive policy performs far worse than others on account of its failure to adapt beyond the initial influx of traffic (e.g. use of a very high conflict route). These results in AIM highlight the ability of the intersection managers to dynamically influence driver agents’ routes by providing up-to-date information about expected delays.

**Traffic Signals**

To compare the efficiency of multi-intersection AIM to more traditional traffic control mechanisms, we benchmark each of the navigation policies against an idealized implementation of traffic signals. These traffic signals compute the cumulative wait of cars on all incoming roads and give a green light to the incoming road with the highest cumulative wait (as well as to its dual – the adjacent, parallel road running in the opposite direction). As Equation 2 indicates, the cumulative wait of cars on a road \(r\) equals the sum of their individual waits, where the wait of a vehicle is the elapsed time since its arrival on \(r\).

\[
Cumulative\ Wait(r) = \sum_{vehicle_i \in r} wait(vehicle_i) \tag{2}
\]

We design these idealized traffic signals to represent an upper bound on the efficiency of any real-world signal. Right turns on red were also allowed to increase traffic efficiency.

Table II depicts the results from the same set of experiments run in Table I only with optimal traffic signals replacing autonomous intersections. Side-by-side comparison of these tables indicates that delays, both global and local

---

3Throughout this paper, 30 trials were used for each experiment and significance is measured based on an unpaired t-test yielding two-tailed \(P\) values less than 0.0001.
to the traffic of interest, rise significantly in all cases (except Non-Adaptive) when optimal traffic signals replace autonomous intersections. Real-world traffic signals would almost certainly incur much higher delays.

**Effects of Network Topology**

As we have demonstrated, both the navigation policies of agents and the traffic control mechanism governing the intersections affect delays in a road network. An additional factor which we held constant throughout these experiments was the topology of the road network. One might hypothesize that once traffic reaches an equilibrium, adding additional roads to a network would reduce overall delays. While this is true in most cases, Braess’ Paradox is a well-known phenomenon whereby opening additional travel options for the vehicles reduces the efficiency of the system as a whole. In the next section we observe an instance of this phenomenon associated with the experimental scenario discussed above.

Formally, Braess’ Paradox is a phenomenon in which adding additional capacity to a network, when moving entities selfishly choose their route, can in some cases reduce the overall performance [7]. Historically, this phenomenon has been observed in South Korea, Germany, and New York City where new roads increased delays for all vehicles [8], [9], [10]. We observe an instance of Braess’ paradox on the 2 x 2 grid depicted in Figure 3, in which the opening of the Northbound road connecting intersection 1 to intersection 0 increases global delays.

Similar to the scenario described previously, persistent traffic flows from A to D along paths \{A,0,2,3,D\} and \{A,0,1,3,D\} with rate 4500 vehicles/hour. Heavy traffic (9000 vehicles/hour) flows from B to E. When the Northbound \{1,0\} road is closed this traffic must flow along path \{B,1,3,E\}, but when this road is opened, traffic has the additional option of taking the longer \{B,1,0,2,3,E\} route.

Braess’ Paradox occurs when 1) despite the fact that cars minimize personal delay by selfishly choosing their routes, 2) overall efficiency declines when additional capacity is added to the network. To address the second point, we reference Table III which shows the significantly increased delays and decreased throughput which result from opening the Northbound \{1,0\} road. Intuitively, when the Northbound road is opened, some vehicles belonging to the heavy, B→E traffic flow divert from the direct \{B,1,3,E\} path to the longer \{B,1,0,2,3,E\} path. This results in a high-conflict trajectory through intersection 3. Congestion forms first at the Westbound entrance to intersection 3, creating an incentive for more drivers to use the longer \{B,1,0,2,3,E\} path. This results in even higher congestion through intersection 3.

### Table II: Navigation Policies evaluated under traffic signals rather than autonomous intersections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navigation Policy</th>
<th>Global Througpt (cars)</th>
<th>Tol Througpt (cars)</th>
<th>Global Avg Delay (seconds)</th>
<th>Tol Avg Delay (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Adaptive</td>
<td>2388 ± 13</td>
<td>985 ± 11</td>
<td>86.6 ± 2.1</td>
<td>60.6 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial A*</td>
<td>2383 ± 13</td>
<td>909 ± 11</td>
<td>82.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>93.3 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tol Time-based A*</td>
<td>2396 ± 13</td>
<td>973 ± 9</td>
<td>75.2 ± 1.8</td>
<td>67.4 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Time-based A*</td>
<td>2433 ± 11</td>
<td>929 ± 8</td>
<td>81.7 ± 1.9</td>
<td>85.1 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omniscient</td>
<td>2420 ± 12</td>
<td>934 ± 12</td>
<td>79.9 ± 1.7</td>
<td>89.2 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III: Increased delays result from opening an additional road.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road Status</th>
<th>Throughput (cars)</th>
<th>Avg Delay (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>2021 ± 6.7</td>
<td>43.28 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>1821 ± 5.4</td>
<td>64.91 ± 1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The cycle continues until an equilibrium is reached with roughly equal traversal times on both the long and short paths and high delays for all.

It might seem that Condition 1 wouldn’t hold since selfish agents rarely forgo direct routes to their destinations. However, empirical evidence shows that the first cars to take the direct \{B,1,3,E\} path deal with a delay of 52.35 seconds while their counterparts who take the longer but less-trafficked \{B,1,0,2,3,E\} path experience average delays of only 38.64 seconds.

To summarize, in this section we have demonstrated that when driver agents selfishly choose their routes and additional capacity is added to the network in Figure 3, overall efficiency can suffer. Braess’ paradox presents an interesting challenge to traffic engineers because it highlights the need for dynamic reconfiguration of network topology in response to changing traffic conditions. In the next section we explore one possible approach to this issue by introducing a methodology for reconfiguring network topology by dynamically reversing the flow of traffic along lanes.

### Dynamic Lane Reversal

The reversal of traffic and reconfiguration of lanes via movable barriers has been implemented on several highways and bridges throughout the US, Canada and UK. Typically separation is achieved through barriers or markers which must be reconfigured to open and close lanes, often requiring considerable effort and time. As a result, lanes are usually only reconfigured twice a day to handle rush hour traffic. Barrier transfer machines (also known as zipper machines) can reduce the manual effort required to reconfigure a lane but are expensive, move at slow speeds (3-4 mph), and still require human drivers.

More recently, reversible lanes have been implemented using overhead signs which indicate the direction of a lane. Tested in Atlanta and Washington, DC, these overhead signs have potential to reverse the direction of lane far faster than barrier transfer mechanisms, but little is known about the safety of such quick reversals. Furthermore there have been reports of extensive driver confusion and malfunctions [11].

The AIM protocol affords the ability to safely reverse traffic along lanes on a fine-grained timescale. Without reliance on a physical barrier, an intersection manager may reverse the flow of traffic along a lane in approximately 15 seconds, allowing the road network to adapt quickly to unforeseen fluctuations in traffic.

In our prototype implementation of this idea, an intersection manager polls the demand on connected outlet roads (e.g. all traffic exiting on these roads must pass through the intersection) every two seconds and reverses the flow of traffic on a lane l belonging to an outlet road r if it detects enough demand detected on r dual, the road flowing in the
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TABLE IV: Reduced delays resulting from Dynamic Lane Reversal. Opposite direction. For example if $l$ is an Eastbound lane, and the intersection manager determines the total demand for Westbound lanes is some constant factor $N$ larger than the total demand for Eastbound lanes, it converts $l$ into a Westbound lane (experimentally we used $N = 1.5$). Equation 3 expresses the condition to expand the capacity of $r$ by reversing the flow on a lane belonging to its dual, $r_{\text{dual}}$.

\[
demand(r) \geq N * \demand(r_{\text{dual}})
\]

An intersection manager determines the demand for an incident road $r$ by counting the number of vehicles who have expressed intent (in the form of a notification message or reservation) to cross the intersection and exit on road $r$.

After deciding to reverse traffic on a lane $l$, the IM adds $l$ to a list of clearing lanes, and waits for all vehicles currently occupying $l$ to clear. At this point the IM rejects all attempts to make reservations through the intersection which result in a vehicle entering $l$. When the intersection manager detects that all traffic on $l$ has cleared, it removes $l$ from the list of clearing lanes and begins accepting westbound reservations on $l$. The length of time required for $l$ to clear depends on the length of the lane as well as traffic conditions at the exit of $l$, but typically requires less than 20 seconds.

To test the efficacy of dynamic lane reversals, we revisit the experimental scenario described previously (section Experimental Evaluation), this time increasing the number of incoming cars along all roads by changing the number of lanes on external road segments (e.g. $\{A, 0\}, \{B, 1\}, \{D, 3\}$, etc) from 3 to 5 in each direction (a 67% increase in traffic flow). Everything else is preserved between the two scenarios, including the number of internal road segments (e.g. those between intersections), which still consist of 6 total lanes. Thus, to accommodate 5 lanes of heavy traffic, two of the 3 lanes in the opposing direction should have their flow reversed, resulting in 5 open lanes in the direction of heavy traffic and 1 open lane in the opposite direction.

Table IV shows results with and without dynamic lane reversals active on a 1000-second simulation. While throughputs are comparable in both cases, the ability of Autonomous Intersection Managers to effectively adapt to incoming flows of traffic and open additional lanes results in significantly reduced delays, suggesting that dynamic lane reversals, coordinated by Autonomous Intersection Managers, may enable existing road networks to successfully handle far more vehicles while maintaining reasonable delays.

CONCLUSION

As traffic congestion continues to increase in metropolitan areas throughout the world, the need for more effective ways to utilize current transportation infrastructure grows. In this work we explored, in simulation, several methods for avoiding congestion and reducing traffic delays which prove effective under a road network utilizing Autonomous Intersection Managers. Specifically, we examine methods, both large and small, of optimizing traffic flow through networks of autonomous intersections. On the micro level, we investigate different navigation strategies an individual vehicle could employ to minimize its delay through a transportation network and quantify the effect of each strategy on the overall flow of traffic. On the macro level, we recreate and explore Braess’ Paradox, the implications of which highlight the need for newer and more intelligent traffic managers. To this end, we investigate the effects of dynamically reversing the flow of traffic along certain lanes in a network of roads and describe methods by which autonomous intersections could successfully identify which lanes need to undergo this change. Unlike prior work on contraflow network reconfiguration, which involves reversing entire roads in predominantly uni-directional flow scenarios such as city-wide evacuations [12], AIM grants the ability to quickly reverse individual lanes on the fly in response to rapidly changing traffic conditions. Consistent with the original AIM results, we demonstrate significant potential improvements compared to current control mechanisms when taking advantage of the capabilities of autonomous vehicles.

In future work, we expect the implicitly parallel nature of the AIM framework to yield efficient solutions to the computational challenges inherent in larger road networks.
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